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Abstract— The motivation behind this undertaking is to test the adequacy of utilizing polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) auxiliary points to build the limit of strengthened cement (RC) bars. Two ½-scale bars with various
support designs were stacked to around double the yield dislodging, emptied, and along these lines fixed
and reloaded to disappointment. Results show that the PVC connections expanded the limit of the shafts
by 10-15%. While the expansion in quality was unobtrusive, it might be adequate for cases in which just
minor improvement is important and therefore does not legitimize the surprising expense of other fix
systems.
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1. Introduction
Strengthened solid bars are generally utilized in structure applications because of their high quality and
moderately  minimal  effort.  During  a  seismic  tremor,  a  structure's  essential  sidelong  power  opposing
framework is relied upon to take the stacking and continue major inelastic distortions. Nonetheless, the
non-taking  an  interest  (gravity  load-opposing)  framework  should  likewise  support  these  inelastic
disfigurements  to  keep  up  similarity  with  the  remainder  of  the  structure.  Harm to  these  frameworks,
particularly in more seasoned structures, is normal, similar to the requirement for their fix and potential
retrofit [1]. 

Minor fix procedures might be utilized in situations where splits structure following outrageous stacking.
These are not typically fitting if there is real harm to the solid or steel fortification. Epoxy infusion of splits
is a technique utilized for straightforward fix of little breaks [2]. It includes permitting a low-consistency
epoxy tar to fill in and re-bond splits.  The methodology is moderate and work serious, yet provides a
sensible choice for restoring the solid to its pre-broken state [3]. Minor fix methods, for example, this don't
ordinarily give improved conduct; rather they just endeavor to carry the material to its unique state. Real
fix  of  auxiliary  individuals  might  be  required  when  there  is  significant  harm  to  the  solid  (spalling,
pounding,  loss  of  repression)  as  well  as  steel  fortification  (slip,  pullout,  clasping,  break)  following a
noteworthy occasion. It  requires generous work expenses and for the most part includes evacuation of
concrete, mechanical grafting of harmed rebar, transforming, and arrangement of cement [4]. Significant
fix methods, for example, this additionally don't normally expect to improve conduct (in spite of the fact
that they may if so wanted). In the event that the individuals are needing improvement preceding future
outrageous occasions, reinforcing procedures can be utilized to improve the conduct. One regular fortifying
strategy is the expansion of inside support to help improve quality and diminish splitting at key areas. This
is very work concentrated as it includes boring the solid, setting fortification, and grouting the opening to
give holding [4]. 
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Outside fortifying methods include the expansion of new basic individuals (bars, sections, dividers) to the
framework to offer help for a frail or harmed existing part. These methods are fairly simpler to perform, yet
are meddling as they occupy usable room [4]. Reinforcing systems, for example, these are exorbitant and
used to drastically improve the conduct of basic individuals that are inadequate. All the more as of late
created fix and fortifying strategies normally include the utilization of high quality and solidness carbon
fiber strengthened polymer (CFRP) sheets that cling to the solid utilizing a low thickness epoxy sap [5].
The methodology is reasonably work serious and requires talented laborers to introduce. In any case, it is
neither meddling to the encompassing zone nor intrusive to the uprightness of the auxiliary part. Studies
have demonstrated that this fix strategy is a superb method to significantly build the flexible firmness and
quality of a solid part, particularly following minor harm [6, 7]. Because of the high quality and firmness
of the material, delamination disappointment in the epoxy is normally the most well-known method of
disappointment for bars fixed with CFRP [8]. Also, changes to the firmness of various components in a
structure can definitely influence the conduct  of  the  framework all  in  all;  even individuals that  aren't
viewed  as  a  major  aspect  of  the  sidelong  power  opposing  framework  can  be  relied  upon  to  cause
redistribution of parallel powers if their expansion in solidness is adequately huge [9]. 

The reason for this examination is to research the adequacy of a fix framework that is easier to apply,
however for situations where considerable enhancements are not required. This is regularly the situation in
more established development, whose plan never again meets the letter of the code. The main choice is
costly  retrofit  or  restoration  utilizing  one  of  the  recently  referenced  strategies,  while  just  minor
enhancements are important to make the plan quality adequate.

2. Materials and Methods 
2.1. Test Specimen Geometries 

Figure 1. Cross section of (a) Beam 1and (b) Beam 1R and Beam 2. (1 in. = 25.4 mm)

Altogether, six unique tests were performed on four examples. The pillar cross areas are appeared in Figs.
1 and 2. All shafts have a similar cross area measurement of 10" × 6"(254 mm × 152.4 mm). Bars 1 and 2
were fortified with 2-#5 bars on the top and base. Shafts 3 and 4 were fortified with 2-#4 bars and 2-#3
bars  in  two layers  at  both the top and base.  Every one  of  the  four  pillars  had  a  similar  fortification
proportion. Bars 1 and 3 were stacked past the yield point and were then fixed by joining 1.5" × 1.5" ×
0.125"(38.1 mm × 38.1 mm × 3.18 mm) PVC points with solid screws at 12" on focus. The fixed shafts
were then tried. The fixed examples are demonstrated with a R after the name, Beam 1R and Beam 3R.
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Pillars 2 and 4 were tried simply in the wake of joining the equivalent 1.5" × 1.5" × 0.125"(38.1 mm × 38.1
mm × 3.18 mm) PVC points to the base edges of the shafts. All shafts were 12' (3.65 m) long. 

2.2. Material Properties 
Solid chambers estimating 6" (152.4 mm) in width by 12" (304.8 mm) in tallness were thrown alongside
the  bars  to  gauge  the  genuine  cement  compressive  quality.  Pressure  tests  were  performed  on  these
chambers and the normal solid quality was estimated to be 5062 psi (34.9 MPa). In view of maker details,
the yield quality of the PVC was taken to be 12.8 ksi (88.3 MPa) and the modulus of flexibility was
thought to be 411 ksi(2833 MPa). For estimation purposes, the solid was expected to pursue a Hognestad
stress-strain relationship, while the steel and PVC materials were accepted to pursue a versatile superbly
plastic pressure strain model [10]. These material relations are outlined in Figure 3 beneath. 

Strain [in/in]

Strain [in/in]

Strain [in/in]
Figure 2. Stress-strain relationships for materials used in test specimens: Cross section of (a) Beam 1and (b) Beam 1R and Beam

2. (1 in. = 25.4 mm)

2.3 Test Setup and Instrumentation 
All  pillars  were tried utilizing a  similar  arrangement.  End restrictions  for  the  bar  were stick supports
permitting free turn. The unmistakable range between backings was 11'- 10" (3.61 m). Each shaft was
exposed to two equivalent point burdens connected at +/ - 1'- 6" (+/ - 0.457 m) symmetrically about the
centerline by means of a solitary actuator. The heap was connected at a steady rate of 1000 lbs/min(4.45
kN/min) to guarantee a semi static burden rate. 
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4. Experimental setup and instrumentation (a) schematic and (b) photo. (1 in. = 25.4 mm)

The  midspan  uprooting  was  estimated  by  one  +/  -  5"  (+/  -  127  mm)  wire  potentiometer  connected
straightforwardly to the base of the solid pillar. The heap was estimated by a heap cell in the actuator. The
test arrangement and outer instrumentation plan is appeared in Fig. 4. 

2.4 Fix Methodology 
Bars 1 and 3 were tried past the yield point, emptied, and fixed. Shafts 2 and 4 were not fixed; rather they
were set up with the PVC edges preceding testing. The motivation behind this was to straightforwardly
gage the effect of the PVC itself, evacuating any impacts of post-yield harm and strain solidifying in the
steel. 

As examined beforehand, numerous common fix methods include the utilization of low thickness epoxy
sap related to fiber-fortified polymer sheet or wrap. A comparative methodology was at first taken to fix
the pillars in this examination with PVC points. Nonetheless, the low thickness of the epoxy joined with
the absence of adaptability in the PVC did not take into consideration sufficient holding with the solid.
Higher thickness epoxy would have given a superior bond between the two materials.  One issue with
epoxy as a method for connection in this particular application is the set/fix time. Regular set occasions run
from five minutes to two hours with average fix times extending from one to seven days. The huge set/fix
time and the expanded expense of the material may constrain the utilization of high quality epoxies to
circumstances where significant fix is fundamental. Moreover, uncommon consideration must be given to
guarantee that the epoxy is consistently connected along the whole length of the fix area. Any holes in the
paste could show potential disappointment planes and lead to untimely delamination. 
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For the motivations behind this investigation, the PVC points were appended with solid screws. This was
practiced by first clasping the points to the solid at the base corners. Holes were penetrated at 12" (304.8
mm) on focus on both the sides and base of the bar utilizing a brick work drill. At last, 1/4" (6.35 mm)
distance across solid grapples were in a bad way into the solid utilizing an electric drill. In particular,
Tapcon0.25"× 1.75" (6.35 mm × 44.5 mm) blue hex-head solid stays were utilized. Note that the screws
had a fixed completion to give strength and protection from erosion, however were not moreover fixed or
tied down in epoxy. The establishment procedure was straightforward and savvy as it could be finished by
one laborer, or by two specialists in a sequential construction system style. Because of the size of the test
examples, it  was important to implant the tightens the spread cement.  This is  unwanted as the spread
cement does not give generous installation, particularly on account of cyclic stacking. That is certifiably
not a noteworthy worry on account of a gravity framework be that as it may, as the tighten are tied down
the strain locales of the bar. In any case, the nearness of the screws introduces a potential break initiation
point. An elevation view is shown in Figure 5 below.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5. Repair methodology (a) schematic and (b) photo. (1 in. = 25.4 mm)

3. Results and Discussion 
Results are displayed in three structures: 1) expected quality and solidness dependent on minute - ebb and
flow, 2) tentatively decided quality and firmness dependent on burden - disfigurement conduct, and 3)
perception of harm during testing. 
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Figure 6. Moment-curvature relationship for Beams 1 and 2. (1 in. = 25.4 mm, 1 kip. = 4.45 kN)
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Figure 7. Moment-curvature relationship for Beams 3 and 4.(1 in. = 25.4 mm, 1 kip. = 4.45 kN)

A minute – bend investigation was performed on the four bar cross segments tried utilizing the material
properties portrayed in area 2.2. The anticipated minute versus arch conduct of the examples both with and
without PVC are appeared in Figures 6 and 7 beneath. These figures demonstrate the normal impact of the
PVC on the conduct of the strengthened solid pillar. In the two cases, in light of the fact that the PVC was
of extremely low solidness contrasted with the fortified cement, the versatile conduct of the pillars was
unaffected by the nearness of the extra  material.  This is  essential  to  note  as  generously changing the
solidness  of the  structure  can change the general  conduct  of  a structure  [9].  In particular,  changes in
firmness to specific individuals can adjust load conveyance all through the structure. This is a significant
actuality for gravity frameworks as they are regularly intended to be substantially less hardened flexibly
than the sidelong power opposing frameworks. In the event that the gravity individuals are significantly
hardened, they may take more load than that for which they were initially structured. 

While the generally low solidness of the PVC brought about insignificant effect on the versatile conduct of
the shafts, when those bars began to yield and twist all the more considerably, the PVC had the option to
grow a greater amount of its quality. This considered an ostensible increment of 10 – 15% in quality in the
post-yield extend. While the normal increment was not considerable, it might be adequate for situations
where just little fix or improvement is important. In particular, periodically a code change will bring about
an insufficiency inside an auxiliary part. Regardless of whether the lack is little, retrofit or substitution of
the bar might be required. In situations where the quality is inadequate by just a modest quantity (< 20%),
exorbitant retrofit choices, for example, those examined in area 1 could be evaded by executing a less
expensive option. 
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Figure 8. Experimental load-displacement results for Beam 1, Beam 1R, and Beam 2. (1 in. = 25.4 mm, 1 lb. = 4.45 N)
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Figure 9. Experimental load-displacement results for Beam 3, Beam 3R, and Beam 4. (1 in. = 25.4 mm, 1 lb. = 4.45 N)

Trial results  are displayed as plots of  the absolute burden connected (circulated similarly to two-point
loads) and the removal at midspan of the bar. Figures 8 and 9 tentatively demonstrate the effect of adding
the PVC to the shafts both as extra fortification and as fix following primer stacking and harm. True to
form, the PVC did not radically affect the flexible conduct of the pillars. Actually, everything except one of
the six tests had practically indistinguishable solidness in the flexible range. Just a single example, Beam
1R,  veered  off  from this  pattern.  The  effect  is  genuinely  minor  anyway because of  the  way that  the
examples still yielded at a similar uprooting. While the PVC did not majorly affect the flexible conduct of
the bar, its impact on the post-versatile conduct was discernible. For each situation the PVC gave a 10-15%
expansion in quality, a reality which is steady with the normal outcomes. In particular, beam 2 yielded at a
similar point (burden and dislodging) as Beam 1 however expanded in quality contrasted with Beam 1 at a
direct rate post-yield. Alternately, beam 4 yielded at a higher burden and removal than beamed 3, yet kept
up a predictable increment in quality in the post-yield district. 

The fixed bars demonstrated a much further increment in quality over those with pre-introduced PVC. In
particular, the quality of Beam 1R was around 30% higher than that of Beam 1; and Beam 3R was roughly
35% higher in quality than Beam 3. This is likely a consequence of the expanded steel worry because of
strain solidifying in the steel following introductory stacking. This is normal, as strain solidifying in the
steel fortification can be required to contribute roughly 15-20% to the quality of a bar stacked past the yield
point, emptied, and along these lines reloaded. This expansion notwithstanding the 10-15% from the PVC
material can be said to cause the by and large 30%-35% expansion in quality from the first unrepaired
shaft. 

Harm and splitting examples were fundamentally the same as for all test examples. A few types of fix
mean to lessen the physical harm to the shaft (splitting, spalling, and so forth.). Since the PVC has a much
lower solidness than the strengthened cement, moderating splitting was not a noteworthy goal. Because of
the tightens being secured the spread concrete, extra harm was seen at a few of the screw areas at high
uprooting levels.  Explicitly extra splits  started at  the screw areas.  This breaking did not  influence the
conduct of the test examples, nor did it instigate spalling of the spread concrete, even at high relocation
levels. In any case, it is demonstrative of one issue with this fix procedure in that it does in reality acquaint
some harm with the bar.  This is  essential  to note,  as this  extra harm is an impairment to the general
improvement in conduct because of the extra material. Thusly, one key proposal is that the fastens be tied
down the bound segment of the solid in full-scale applications to help moderate the harm of the grapples. 
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4. Conclusion 
A  sum  of  six  tests  were  led  on  four  examples  to  evaluate  the  effect  of  utilizing  PVC  points  as  a
straightforward  and  unobtrusive  fix  method  for  fortified  solid  bars.  The  fundamental  finishes  of  the
examination are abridged underneath. If it's not too much trouble note that these ends depend on the little
scale tests performed. In this manner alert ought to be practiced when extrapolating these outcomes to full
scale pillars. 

- The PVC edges gave a 10 – 15% expansion in quality in the tried examples. That expansion is
reliable with the normal increment in flexural quality because of the expansion of PVC material. While the
expansion  in  quality  isn't  significant,  it  is  adequate  for  situations  where  just  minor  fix  is  required.
Consequently, it very well may be viewed as a savvy option in contrast to increasingly costly fix methods
that intend to drastically change the conduct. 

- Due to  the  generally low solidness  of the  PVC material,  the  flexible conduct  of  the pillars  is
unaffected by the utilization of fix. This reality implies that the flexible conduct of the structure all in all
won't change. This is a significant truth in fix/retrofit contemplations as changes to the flexible properties
can have consequences for the general framework conduct. 

- Because the PVC points are connected through solid screws and not epoxy gum, delamination
disappointment  is  beyond the realm of  imagination.  Or  maybe,  the  main disappointment  that  may be
normal in the PVC is a heading disappointment at the association focuses. Notwithstanding, because of the
adaptability of the material, this disappointment mode is far-fetched. 

- When connecting the PVC points, it is imperative to implant the grapple screws adequately into the
bar center. This will guarantee that shear is sufficiently moved between the solid and PVC regardless of
whether the spread solid starts to spall at high uprooting levels.
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